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NO. 3

Oxford Target Of X Migration Saturday

NED WULK TO COACH MUSKIE CAGERS

Students Chartering Bus~s In Effort
To Take Noisy Cheering Section North

This Saturday, Oct. 6, has been designated "Migration
Day" by student council, meaning that at least part of the
Xavier student body will be on hand in Oxford, 0., to witness
the grid clash •between the Muskies and the Miami Redskins.
Jim Bulger, council head, revealed plans for chartered buses
to aid itinerant members of Xavier's cheer machine in their wanderings northward.
Because of problems involved
in selling bus tickets and game
tickets separately, council members dedded that only those wishing to buy a bus ticket and a
game ticket together would be
accommodated before Friday. On
Friday and Saturday, however,
tickets for the two privileges will
be sold separately.
Chartered buses will leave the
Evanston campus at 11 :30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. Saturday. Immediately after the game, the return
trip will begin and bring students
back to campus in time for supper. The trip from here to Oxford
consumes about one hour.

Homecoming Plans
Set Up At Monday_
Council Meeting
Student Council this week discussed Migration Day, Homecoming, and the Frosh-Soph Hop.
Plans for Migration Day appear
elsewhere in The News. Jim
Sprau!, junior class representative, volunteered as chairman of
the Homecoming Committee and
urged all campus organizations
to get busy with some ideas for
decorative floats. This year, the
John Carroll game, Saturday,
Nov. 10, will be the occasion for
Homecoming.
Tickets for the Frosh-Soph Hop
at the Topper Club Friday, Oct.
12, are being sold in South Hall
at the present time. They may
also be obtained from all council
members, according .t o ticket
chairman Paul Conway. Wally
Johnson's orchestra has been contracted to play.

Xavier Students To
March Holy Name
Parade Sun., Oct.14
The dorm students, the University Band, and Company G-1,
Pershing Rifles, will represent
Xavier in the Holy Name Parade
to be held this year on Sunday,
Oct. 14. They will march with
Bellarmine Chapel parishioners.
The Parade, followed by Solemn Benediction of the Blessed
Sacrament at Crosley Field, is held
to do public honor to the Holy
Name of Jesus. Formerly held
once a year, it will now be held
bi-annually, alternating with the
Archdiocesan celebration of Marian Day, which is set aside by the
Archdiocesan authorities for the
special honoring of the Mother of

God.

Glenn Awarded
'Othello' Lead

James Glenn Jr.
The title role in the Masque
Society's forthcoming production
of Shakespeare's "Othello" has
been awarded to James Glenn Jr.,
Victor Dial, director, announced
this week. Glenn, a senior from
Florence, Ky., has had roles in
several previous plays. He is also
a member of Alpha Sigma Nu,
former editor of the Musketeer,
and winner of the Washington
Oratorical Medal.
Paul Palmisano takes on the
difficult part of Iago, one of
Shakespeare's most subtle villains.
Desdemona, the victim of Othello's jealous love, will be portrayed
by Ruth Schumacher of the Evening College.
Completing the cast are Jack
Brandabur as Roderigo, Ed Brandabur as Cassio, Jack Bensing as
Brabantio, Ron Williams as the
Duke of Venice, Henry Shea as
Montano, James O'Brien as Lodovico, Bob McDonald as a
clown, Mary Agnes Noonan as
Bianca and Doris Wolf as Emilia.
Victor Dial, Xavier's director
of dramatic art, will direct the
play. Ronald Wilke and Jim Ausdenmore wilt" assist Dial as as-

Polls To Close
Doors To Frosh
Four p.m. Friday afternoon will
mark the last chance for Xavier
freshmen to cast their ballots in
the election of their class officers,
who will also serve as the freshman representitives on Student
Council. The voting booths which
have been open outside Bellarm i n e Chapel in the Library
Building since Thursday morning will closed at that time.
The voters are choosing men to
fill the four positions of President, Vice Pres~dent, Secretary
and Treasurer of the Freshmen
Class from a list of eight aspirants.
The candidates are Bill Braun,
Don Driehaus, Gene Gabriel, Dan
Lavely, Pete McCarthy, Robert
Siegentaller, Bob Svendsen and
Jim Tully.
The voting, which is by secret
ballot, is being supervised by an
Elections Committee composed of
Gene Gallagher, Bob Helmkamp,
Bob Weigand, Jolm Fitzgerald
and Frank Mooney.

By Frflrrk Sommerla11np
Xflvier News Sports Editor

Freshman Basketball Coach Ned Wulk was appointed
Xavier's Head Basketball Coach, pro tern, by Athletic Director
Al Stephan when former Coach Lew Hirt announced his resignation Tuesday at the weekly Musketeer luncheon at· the
Hotel Sheraton Gibson. Hirt explained that he had been

Warger To Be
Annual Editor

Raymond J. Fellinger, registrar, reported that 1,136 students
had enrolled in undergraduate
studies this semester at Xavier.
There is no complete tally on
students in graduate courses as
yet, he said.
Fellinger added that any students dropping courses must see
'the Dean, Rev. Paul L. O'Conner,
S. J. A student dropping a course
before Nov. 2 will receive a W for
the course. After that date he
will receive either a WP or WF,
depending on his standing in the
class at the time the course is·
dropped.
Theses of seniors majoring in
biology, chemistry, mathematics
or physics must be in the Registrar's Office by Saturday, Jan. 5,
1952.
sociate director and business
manager respectively. In addition
to playing Desdemona Miss Schumacher will design and execute
the costumes to be worn by the
cast.
The play is scheduled to be put ,
on during the last week of November or the first week of December.

was offered a spot on WCPO-TV
on Saturdays at 1 p.m., but that
the student cast would be unable
to carry on due to other Saturday
committments, such as jobs, football games and others, all of
which fall at about that time.
Fr. McCummlskey added that
at pre1ent a student committee
is workinl on the problem.

appointed director for the
Cincinnati Athletic Club during
the summer and that he could
not do justice to both offices.
Mr. Hirt took over the Xavier
coaching job in October, 1948 and
since then his cage teams have
compiled a record of 76 wins as
against 61 defeats. In 1948 Hirt

See Pictures
Pages 4-5

1136 Undergrads
Enrolled At Xavier

Fr. McCummisl{ey Announces
Postponement Of X Presents
The Xavier Presents Television
Show, which was scheduled to
begin its 1951-52 series this Sunday, has been postponed at least
one week due to difficulties in
programming, Rev. James V.
McCummiskey, S . J ., faculty
moderator, has announced. Fr.
McCummiskey said that the show

Stephan Gives Wulk Temporary Post;
Hirt Resigns To Favor Athletic Club

Howard N. Warger
Howard N. Warger, liberal arts
senior from Chicago, Ill., has been
named editor of the Musketeer
by Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chairman of the English Department
and faculty adviser to the Xavier
yearbook. Warger, who is married
and a veteran, enrolled at X the
day after receiving his Navy
discharge.
'
W r i t er s appointed by Dr.
Wheeler are seniors James Glenn,
Harold Spaeth, and Ron Williams,
and juniors James Murdock and
Jacques Bishop.
,
Editor Warger plans the first
business meeting of the staff for
Monday, Oct. 8, in the Musketeer
office in the Union Building.
Student a rt i st s , photographers
and promoters will then begin
their task. Warger said that he
hopes that the students will
give their full cooperation to the
staff during the days of work
which lie ahead.

Dr. Peters To Heacl
Xavier's IR Club
Dr. Frank A. Peters, assistant
professor of political science, has
been named moderator of Xavier's International Relations Club.
Dr. Peters succeeds William M.
Canning, who was moderator of
the group last year.
Junior political science major
Paul E. Kisner, president of the
club, announced that the first
meeting of the IRC will be held
Friday, Oct. ~. At that time plans
for the coming year's program
will be discussed. All students
are invited, Kisner said.

led the Musketeers to their only
post-season tournament, the NAIB
Tourney at Kansas City, Mo.
where they finished fourth in the
32 team play-off.
Tough Job
In naming Coach Wulk as head
coach on a pro tern basis, Athletic Director Stephan explained,
"It's a tough job for a young man
and we don't want to throw Ned
to the wolves." Mr. Stephan continued, "If at the end of the year
Ned is willing and Xavier is willing, then he will be appointed
head coach."
Since coming to Xavier, Ned
Wulk has made many friends
and has won the admiration of
scores of students. Ned has often
been referred to as the "busiest
man" on campus because of his
holding the positions of freshman
football coach, freshman basketball coach, varsity baseball coach,
director of intramurals, and an
instructor, in the Department of
Physical Education.
Cooperation Cited
In resigning, Coach Hirt thanked
the Xavier administration and
the athletic department for the
"wonderful cooperation" they
showed him in his five year stay
as basketball coach.
The Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S. J., President of Xavier
University, told the large crowd
of Musketeer Club members he
considered Lew Hirt as a real
"asset" to the university and felt
the five years that he coached. at
Xavier could be called the "Gold(Continued on Page 4)

Past News Head Trains

With 5th Inf. Div. In Pa.
Pvt. Fred J. Newbill, last
year's News editor, has completed
processing at the 2053rd Reception Center at Fort Meade, Md ,
the News learned this week.
Newbill, who was inducted into
.the Army on Sept. 6, received a
Bachelor of Science degree in
English. He will now enter upon
his period of basic training with
the 5th Infantry Division, Indiantown Gap Military Reservation,

Pa.
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Student .Deferments Not Bowl Of Cherries

Can You Spare A Prayer? ••• By Damico

uring the summer Xavier men joined colleg'e students all over the country in
D
·breathing a long and loud sigh of relief when

college education. Now if this college education is so vital that General Hershey & Co.
are going to wait until it is completed, what
·
ought to be the student's reaction? The anit became apparent that they were going to swer is obvious. Now is the time for American
get a better than even break from their draft College students to stop wasting time with
boards. America's educators, it seems, have the thousand trivialities that they seem to
few years care about and start concentrating on the one
convinced the military that in
the nation will need college graduates more thing that they should .care about, acquiring
than it needs draftees now.
·
learning. If they have no intention of getting Naturally, a feeling of elation is the first down to work in their studies, then there is
sensation that comes upon. a person when he no reason in the world why they should not
receives his deferred classification notice. be put -to work in the Army.
In short the point is this. We cannot go
However, if the student stops to consider
why this bit of good fortune has come his on aimlessly as many of us have done in the
way, he will· more than likely experience a past, placing study at the bottom of the list
sense of genuine responsibility. He has been of our campus activities. We had little ground
deferred because the government thinks that to stand on before; we have nothing now. If
his present job as a student is pretty impor- all of us do not start to put studies in their
tant. In fact, it is willing to postpone his proper place, those who deferred us are all
military service until he has completed his fools, and we are bigger fools than they.

a

Between
The Lines
By Jim Ryan

Well, we've been in session about three weeks here on
the editorial page. By· now you have probably nodded your
head wisely and said that this weekly little harangue is destined to go to •the dogs, certainly by the end of the year, if
not by the end of the semester. Aha ! Fooled you again. Being
one who believes in no delays
whatsoever, or in no excessive . cal pose and putting him where
delays, if you insist on being stuf- everyone could see him. Of course
fy about it, I decided that this this would involve his lying
would be an excellent time to get where you· would have to step
it over with. And so this week we over him once again, so it was
go to the dogs, Xavier's own vetoed.
canine population to be exact.
The Irresistible Baron
Where's G. I. 'l'
However we still have Baron
"Say, I haven't seen G.I. around with us, the dog who can, if you'll
anywhere." This commen~. has . excuse the pun, pooch food more
been made by many students, successfully in South Hall than
teachers, and office workers. And most fellows can bum cigarettes.
the truth of the matter is that Baron is a talking textbook of
G.I. shuffled off this mortal coil applied psychology; every inch of
during the summer. For the bene- him from the tip of his whiskers
fit of the incoming freshmen, G.I. to the .Point of his tail is thrown
was a hound of uncertain ancestry into the effort of persuading the
who graced the Xavier campus starving, student to share some of
ever since the departure of the his hard won doughnut or ham
Air Force unit which was in sandwich. And his longing glantraining here during "the war ces towards any of the water
years. Distinguishable by a· coat fountains usually insure someof brown and black, a gruff bark, one's risking his friends' ridicule
and an avoirdupois that would to turn on the water for the aniput a General Patton tank to . mal. Perhaps it is all due to
shame, G.I. could be found at B a r o n ' s ancestral background.
sometime or another almost any- Maybe the fact that through the
where on the campus, for no centuries Dalmatians have been
place was sacred to him. Usually, royal coach dogs impresses us
.though, he occupied some sunny enough to part with a portion of
spot where everyone who came our lunch. On second thought
along would have to step over this couldn't be. I don't think
him. Perhaps he had been in- anyone would give up even the
fluenced earlier in life by a war- smallest crumb of, say, an Egg
time· obstacle course.
Salad Sandwich after the scrimmage one must go through to get
Git Along, Little Doggle
.
In recent years I cannot recall it.
Medieval Tale Recalled
G.I. running. His usual mode of
locomotion was a slow, shambling . It might be well to close this
w a 1 k , increased if absolutely bit of nonsense with a story which
necessary to a dignified trot sim- has come down from medieval
ilar to that of a Boston stock- times. Once there was a knight,
broker rushing to catch a train. No a very extraordinary knight, for
enticing whispers, beef steak or he was but three feet tall. Beurgent gestures towards imagin- cause of his short stature he used
ary rabbits could stir him from a dog instead of a horse for
his lethargy. Of course this was transportation. One stormy night
not always the case. A stream- his mount dropped over dead and
lined, slimmer and much more he was forced to purchase a new
stylish G.I. used to appear on the one at a nearby inn. The inkeeper
football field at opportune mo- had but one dog, a disreputable
ments, to the delight of fans and looking creature with one ear
the consternation of officials. Af- longer than the other, a swayed
ter all, there is nothing more back and a question mark tail.
injurious to one's dignity than The knight was about to pay for
being unable to cope with one him when the inkeeper suddenly
poor old dog in the presence of stopped the sale exclaiming "Hold
some 'ten or eleven thousand jeer· on, I woudn't put a knight out
ing spectators. At one high school on· a dog like this."
game some few seasons ago G.I.
outdistanced o n e official the
Radical Definition
whole length of the field and for
A
,.adicai
is a man who wants
his achievement ,received more
applause than was given for. any- 110 more a week, a conservative
is a man who wants 1100,000 more
thinl else that night.
But G.I. ll dead. One wa1 SUI• a 11ea,.,
-Mme,. in D11 Moinea Rtoilter
111tld 1tdln1 him in aom1 tnl·

NFCCS Profits
And Unites i-\ll
Campus Clubs
By Paul E. Siveeney
Senior Xavier Delegate

FELLOW MEMBERS:
Here on our campus we have
various clubs which can benefit
a hunded fold through the aid of
NFCCS. These clubs are: Family
Relations, Economics, International Relations, Poland Philopedian Society, Sodality and the
Spanish Club.
For example, take the Economics Club, which would come under
the National Commission of Industrial Relations. At the eighth
National NFCCS Congress, held
last summer, in St. Paul, Minn.,
this commission set up a program
for the coming year which Consists of an informative bibliography, a national speakers' bureau,
brochures to be used for panel
discussions and the latest material on all national problems concerned with Industrial Relations.
These services are handed down
to the Regional Commissions.
Each Regional Commission of
Industrial Relations, besides offering the aid of the national
program, can supply help in a
regional or more local program
which has a set-up similar to
that of the national. Finally, this
material is distributed throughout
the Region to all affiliated campus
clubs, to Xavier's Economics Club
for example, which can use all,
part or none of the proposed
plans. THE PROGRAM IS NOT~
FORCED OR PRESSED UPON
ANY CLUB.
In the same way all the other
clubs mentioned in the begining
of this column can be aided. Does
that not answer your question:
"What can the NFCCS do on
Xavier's campus"?
Next week: The Regional Commission Workshop.

Peek Of Week··
Tuesday, Oct, 9-Clef Club Meets,
Fine Arts Room, 1:30 p.m.
Accounting Society ~eets, South
Hall, 1 :30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11- Clef Club
Meets, Fine Arts Room, 1:30
p.m.
Masque Society Rehearsal, South
Ball, 1 :30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 12-Sodality Meets,
South Ball, 8:30 p.m •
Satqrday, Oct.13-Masque Society
Rehearsal, South Ball 1 :30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 14-Masque Society
Reheanal, South Hall, 1 :30 p.m.

Alumni To Meet Oct•. 17
The Xavier University Alumni
Association will meet on Wednesday, Oct. 17, in South Hall at
8: 30 p.m. Rev. W. Eugene Shiels,
S. J., chairman of the history
department, is scheduled to address the group on "Spain and the
United States Today."

Beyo·nd
The .X- Horizon
· : By Jim Gilligan

From the Ohio U. Post comes an interesting little understatement. It seems that the Bobcat basketball mentor noted
the absence of an ou~standing prep-school ·prospect presumed
to have a scholarship awaiting him when he enrolled at O.U.
Someone recalled that the particular player in question was
now with the Infantry in Korea.
"In Korea?" retorted the.coach, enough women in here ·and no
"Why he's supposed to be . here room to sit with them, so there's
this fall. He musta got sidetracked no use coming in." That's what
somewhere!" Sidetracked he says; · I like about X, plenty of roomit would appear the Selective so who wants room?
Service isn't quite so selective.
Now I like Villa Madonna ColNow don't let X's 30 odd chang- lege, even their philosophy de·
es and corrections in the fall partment; but when their newsschedule throw you. Believe it paper, the Triad, announced A
or not, the poor Bobcat at O.U. "Philoosphy" course, I couldn't
had 85 changes in the fall sched- resist the occasion for wisecrack.
However, when our own printer
ule. Confusing eh what?
Over at Ohio Wesleyan, after set the column up, be thought
the "Bishops" opened their new he would do me a big favor by
Union Building-snack bar to changing it back to its correct
you-a poll was taken for the spelling. The result of course in
campus opinion. One studious last week's column was not what
fellow replied, "Th e r e aren't 'it was intended to be.

Xavier University News
Jesuit College Newspaper Asa'n.

Auoeiated Colle&iate P.ru1
The Calbolic School Pre• Au'n.
lntercollepate College Prea
Ohio Colle1e ·Newspaper Asa'a.
CO-EDITORS·IN-CHIEF ........................................ Boward Schapker, '53
··
Jim O'Connell, '53
BUSINESS MANAGER ........................................................ Bon Loftus, '54
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ASSOCIATE EDITOl,tS ................ Jlm'Breslin, '53, Maurice Moore, '53
·
Paul D. Sweeney, '53
Statr Members ...... Paul Caln,· Ed Evans, Bob Fitzpatrick, Bob Junl',
Bill Lehman, Tom Lorenz; Jim McGrath, Jim Ryan
SPORTS EDITOR ................................................ Frank Sommerkamp, '51
Sportswriters· ............................. :........................ Jim Sassen, Bon Willlams
Chief Photographer ..... :.................................................... Dick Bernlns, '5Z
Assistants: Tom Heavern, Martin Daly, David White, Jim Warm
Cartoonist .......................................................................................... Tom Gray
Business Statr .................................... Jack St. Geor,.e, Bob Obenehmldt
EXCHANGE EDITOR ........................................................ Jim Gllll1an, 'M
EVENING COLLEGE EDITOR. ................................................ .Joe Sanker
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.
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Korean Veteran Joins Staff
Of Xavier's Military Dept.

XU Dean To Talk On Youth Counselling
In CYO Convention At Gibson Oct. 18

Sergeant Claims U.S. Artillery World's Desi
Because Of Better Training And Organization
By Tom Carney
Sergeant James E; Balch, who recently joined the military department at Xavier after spending 10 months service
in the ~orean area, showed no signs of pessimism when
recently questioned by, The News concerning the Korean
situation.
Russians Don't Want· War
"It is my opinion," said Sgt.

Balch, "that the Russians don't
realy want this war any more
than we do; at least, not right
now. They prefer to conquer by
subversive tactics rather than by
actual combat; I believe that if
they had any idea that the UN
would oppose them with guns in~
stead of diplomats ~n their attempt to take Korea, they would
have stayed out."
··
"The reason is simple," Sgt.
Balch contined. "We have them
beat in every way-we have better equipment, better trained p~r
.sonnel, and better organization,
so much so· that one Am.erican
soldier is a virtual match for 10
North Koreans. Our artilery is
Sgt. James E. Balch
the best in the world, and our
.
men know how to cooperate and more than adequate; the. food i,~
get things done."
good and the people are friendly.
Sgt. Balch went on to say that
U. S. Morale High
he chose to come to Xavier in
By way of enlightenment, Sgt. preference to several other uniBalch had this to say concerning versities and is glad he made
the general outlook of the U.S. .that decision. The warmness and
troops in Korea. "Contrary to friendliness that prevails at Xavpopular belief and rumor, the ier, he said, has made his return
morale is very high, even on the home even more enjoyable than
front;- supplies of all sorts are he had anticipated.

I

Letters To _The Editor

Dear Editor,
Two weeks ago, a busload of
Xavier students followed the
football team to Olean, N. ·y.,. to
watch the game between X and
St. Bonaventure. Twenty-three
men went along, and each man
represented approximately 25 men
contacted concerning the trip. The
general apathy, for which. Xavier
has become notorious, was, of
course, met by the recruiters who
tried to fill the bus. No. matter
how often this attitude is pre::.
sented, one cannot help but feel
dejected each new time he is
confronted with it.
The.. point is, however, that of
575 men approached, 23 were willing to spend more frugally in the
next few weeks, and study more
intensively to keep up with their.
class, in order to support something they :recognize as worthy of
support-not just a football team,
but their Alma Mater. As long as
this percentage exists, as long as
an intense enough loyalty is· felt
by a few so that an occasional
sacrifice is embraced for some,;,
thing truly worthwhile, then both
Xavier and the Catholic Church
will remain a power to be reek:.
oned with.
Besides pointing out the merit
of . the sacrifice of these men,, l
would appreciate an opportunity

ROTC Students, X Band
To Represent School

I

I

I

to publicly express my gratitude,
and the gratitude of the schooJ,
t<:> . 41. Stephan, w.ithout whose
mo1·al. and financial support the
trip would have been out of the
question; to Ray Baldwin, for his
patience a11d cooperation; to Mr.
Frank Hartlaub of Ohio Trailways, for his leniency, and to
both the fellows who made the
trip and those who for legitimate
reasons could not make it, but
who worked feverishly to organize it.
Very sincerely yours,
Jim Bulger

WILL HAUSER
RESERVA T I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

l~i;i~~iwillili~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Delegate·
and 22 bishops and archbishops.
Well known lay people who
will be on hand for speeches and
discussions are: General Carols
Romulo of the Philliphines, Ohio's
Governor Frank Lausche, Clare
Booth Luce, the playwright, Bob
Considine, syndicated newspaper
columnist, and Arch Ward, sports
editor of the Chicago Tribune.

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Ca·eam-Oil
Because He Flunked The Fingea·-Nail Test

Whenniw ')Ofl have WM"i to 4~
.A.nJ want lo make an "d" 61' lwo
Dm'I groan, tlop't grip1,
Dm't q1111ke, Jm't toil
Ctlll right up and Rent-11-R6Ylll.
lAll MODIL OHICI IYPIWllUH ON IASY fllMI
ONE MONTH $4

THIEi MONTHS ••

- --

Pm De/;,,,,,, Pitltup t1nil Sffllit•

-~TYPEWRITER
239 Walnut Street

CO., INC.

CH 62f5

. ..:Jr¥1r¥1Eir¥1r¥1r¥u¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r¥1r:.

PR Men To March
In Parade Friday
Sophomore, junior and senior
PR members will participate in
the Red Feather Parade, Friday
night. They will begin their line
of march. at 12th and Race Sts.
Ninety different civic and fraternal organizations are scheduled
to participate in the parade.
Approximately 30 new men
turned out for pledge training in
the Armory on Oct. 1. Cadet 1st
Lt. Jerry Thole announced that
the new pledges will meet Monday and Wednesday at 1:30 p.m.
for drill. These twice - weekly
training periods will continue for
ftve weeks.

Campus Committee Chooses
B rand bUr A S JtS Chairman
•

Rev. Paul L. O'Conner, S. J.,
dean of Xavier :tJ!livers~ty, is
Q
scheduled to participate m the
dual Council and convention of Other Key Posts Filled;
year. The assessment will be 10
the Catholic Youth Organization
cents per week, and in return
to be held in the Sheraton-Gibson Dues To Be Assessed
The Campus Committee held the dorm students will be admitHotel Oct. 11-19. He will participate in a panel discussion on its second meeting of the year ted free of charge to certain acThursday, Oct. 18. Pre-induction last Monday. At the first meet- tivities to be announced by the
counselling of youth will be his ing, held the previous Thursday, committee.
Ed Brandabur was elected chairtopic.
Xavier will also participate in man, Bill Edwards secretary,
other features of the conference. Bob Helmkamp treasurer, and Sunday Movies To Begin
The regular Sunday movie feaROTC students will furnish honor Jim Sherlock judge advocate.
At Monday's meeting Pat Le~ ture is scheduled to begin in the
guards and the Xavier band will
march_ in the parade Tuesday, vine was put in charge of publi- near future. The schdule will
Oct. 16, that will precede the city; Bob Weigand was appointed probably be on a bi-weekly basis.
This year's Campus Committee
opening Mass in the Old Cathe- to manage the Sunday movies,
and Jim Sherlock and Bob Mur- is operating with Rev. Robert C.
dral of St. Peter in Chains.
ray were made co-chairmen of Goodenow S. J., as moderator. Fr.
Six Million Represented
the athletic committee.
Goodenow replaces Rev. Lester
The First National Convention The ·committee decided to levy J. Linz, S. J., who· had been modof the Council of Catholic Youth dues on each dorm student to erator of the organization since its
will open Thursday, October 11th. defray expenses of the coming beginning.
The gathering will represent
some six million Catholic young p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;;
people from 16 to 25 from all·
over the United States.
.
Atop Cincinnatf•
This particular phase of the
conclave will be climaxed at the
Hiatoric Miuie Boll
Holy Name Rally in Crosley
Field, Sunday, October 14th.
On Monday, October 15th, the
Third National Conference on
Youth will open. More than 700
youth leaders, both lay and :
clergy, are scheduled to attend.
Delegates representing young
Catholics from 1 2 8 d i o c e s e ;
throughout the nation and a 1
large number of nationally and
internationally known figures of
church and state combine to make ,
this gathering the most imporWll•H ft• Nation'• Top Baa•• PlaF Baell lalar••F A•• I••. .,. .,,.....
tant ever undertaken by the
Saturday Eve
And DJs
CYO.
October 6
Orchestra
22 Bishops To Attend
Among prominent churchmen
who will attend are the Apostolic

•

To'? Important To ForgetSHllDY "'.as a big walrus-Bower. "All I ever get is the cold

shoulder," he blubbered. So his roommate said: "Tusk,
tusk, you old soak-try a new wrinkle on that me15y hair-:
Wildroot Cream·Oil! Non-Alcoholic. Contains soothing
lanolin. Freeze your hair from annoying dryness and loose,
ugly dandruff: Helps you pass the Finger-nail Test!" Now
Sheedy's really in the swim!Just sealed his engagement to
a pretty young ilapper-and he's aboat to wisker oft" to
an ivory-covered cottage, So water you waiting fur'I Get a
tube or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil Hair Tonic at any
drug or toilet goods counter! And ask your barber for
professional applications. "Now," you'll say, "Ice 1ea why
there's snow other hair tonic like Wildroot Cream-Oil!"

*of13 l So. Harris Hill Rd., lf"illiams11ill~ N. Y.
Wildrooc Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

The tremendous value .of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV., 3116
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Ties Bob Finnell May Gain One
XU, 7-7 For Mile For Xavier Grid Teams
Moral Victory

FRANKLY SPEAKING Lejeune
• Good Luck Ned And Lew
• Athletics Funy Business
• Former X-Men See Ganie

By Larry Berger
Scoring with less than two
minutes left in the game, the
Camp Lejeune Marines tied
the Xavier Musketeers at the
North Carolina field Saturday

PAGE FIVE

Xavier Treks To Oxford To Meet
Miami; Salad Bowl Champs Seek
Revenge For Last Year's 7 -0 Setback
XU Opponents
Win Five, Lose
Trio Last Week

"IT COULDN'T happen to a nicer fellow" is all this column
could say when Athletic Director AI Stephan informed us that Ned
Wulk had been named head basketball coach pro tern. Many people
around Xavier have referred to Ned as the man with "many titles"
because of his teaching and many coaching jobs. Needless to say,
these positions keep the slender teacher-coach quite busy. But that
is one of the many admirable things we have noticed in our association with Ned during his three years at Xavier. No matter how busy
he is, he always has time to talk to you, answer any .question
you have and furnish you with any information needed for a news
story. To both Ned and his predecessor, Lew Hirt, this column
wishes the best of luck and success in their new respective offices.

• • •••

WE DID and we didn't. That sentence Is rather contradictory
and would not stand up logically, but it's one way of summarizing
the game last Saturday in North Carolina. No, Kavier didn't lose
the 1ame with Lejeune but they did lose prestige in loeal football
circles. Statistically, the Marine gridders shoudn't even be allowed
to play on the same field as the Musketeers, but that doesn't alter
the 7-'1 tie. Truthfully it's difticult for anyone, fortunate enough to
see the Bonaventure, 40-6 win and the Marine tie, to see _how the
Musketeers could piay so professionally one week and then almost
end up low man on the totem pole the next week. But I suppose
that's sports. Look at the Brooklyn Dodgers.

• • • • •

YES WE did lose some prestige last week but. that won't
amount to a drop in the bucket compared to the glory that will be
ours if the team can rebound in true Musketeer spirit and take
the Miami game. Xavier will be the underdogs in this one fo{ the
.first time this year. This may be a psychological advantage. Most
armchair quarterbacks say Coach Ed Kluska's boys tooks the Marines
too lightly. Maybe so. But the squad realizes now that Kluska's
motto of "they're all strong, take 'em as they come and no sooner"
is the only attitude. The Oxford, Ohio boys want revenge for the
beatings they took from X during the past two years. That's great,
because the Muskies will have to be out to right themselves and
make up for what they didn't show in North Carolina. They always
say, "where there's a will there's a way." The migrati~g stude~ts
know the 42 man squad is the way (or else they wouldn t be gomg
on the trip} and we all know the team has the will. So, let's make
the Redskins understand Saturday that we intend to continue to
make Oxford our happy hunting grounds.

Full Strength
The sentiment at Oxford last
year was that injuries, more than
Xavier had cost the Redskins the
contest. This year both teams
enter the battle at full strength
with the stops pulled completely
out. The Muskies can gain wide
recognition by dumping Miami
and for the third consecuti vc time
at that. Miami knows that this
game is their 1951 "must."

Xavier's 1951 Football Roster

• • • • •

"WHO IS this new halfback named Judd?" some unaware students are querring. So we thought we'd like to give out with a little
biographical sketch on Rapid Robert. To date, the little sandy haired
hustler Is averaging 6.2 yards in
llis first year of varsity competition. Be bas seored 3 touchdowns
and will make a prophet out of
Xavier Athletic Publicity Director Bob Coates who says in the
football brochure, "Bob Is tabbed
to 1111 Jimmy Liber's shoes." As
a fresbman, the Peoria, Illinois
wonder averaied 8.1 yards for
Xavier Statistics
three games
the season. Baek in 1919 the small
ream
athlete was voted All - Illinois
XU
OPPS.
39
First Downs •
24
Most Valuable Football Player.
616
Net yards rushing
140
Passes:
attempted
61
34
Unless we miss our iuess. Bob
12
Passes compfeted
21
will definitely make first or sec35.3 Percentage passes completed 34.4
119
Net yards passing
342
ond string All-Ohio this year.
9
Passes intercepted by
6
35.2 Punting average
36.J
Furthermore1 when it comes time
Fumbles
'l
16
9
to vote on the all-opponent team
Own fumbles recovered
3
Yards lost on penalties
75
63
Jt'll lie a good bet that the St.
3.8
¥~f.!ll'!'fr:::;ar:a:X;;rds
per
tr~M:2
195
Boaaventnre players will nomiu Total Offense .average (Yds. try)2.7
Besul&'ll Ila Date
nate Bob as one of the toughest
XU
OPPS.
backs they faeed this year, Jadd
12
Quantice Marines
1
(0
St. Bonaventure
~ three touebdowns aplnst Star Lefthalf •••
1
Camp LeJeune Marines
1
the Bonas boys at Olean.
••• Bob Jadd 59
20
• •
Won 2. Lost o, Tied l
GETl'ING BACK to the Lejeune contest, the servicemen bad
Xavier Seo~~·rfverslan• Total
all kinds of psychological factors in their favor. First and foremost, ~~Ji\!innelt. hb 'f4D•. ~lt. Com:. Pam;:
Coach Donahoe wanted his boys to win the game for his father who Bob Judd, hb 3
o
o
18
Roland Erno, hb 1
O
O
6
bad died the nicht before in Minnesota. Secondly, the team was G.
Gilmartin, qb l
o
o
•
a three touehdown underdog. Thirdly, if they played a"cood game ~A~oynter. pk g
~
~
~
and won or tied, they didn't bave to report back for duty until the
59
XAVIER
9
9
5
followin1 Thursday. Adding all three, and we're not trying to alibi,
KushihJ Wadera
Player
Atts,.
Yards Averare
one has an idea of just why the Marines fought so hard and changed judd
~3
260
6.0
the predieted outcome.
~
~l
3.8
Finnell

XU Statistics

•

• •

•

• • • • •

Position. Ht. Wt. Age.
Class.
Home and High School.
Ausdenmoore, F. J.
Guard
5'10" 186 21 Junior Cincinnati, St. Xavier
.. Baccl. John J. ......
Tackle
6'2.''
203
!?O
Junior Evanston, 111. St. George
Baele, John E. ........
Tackle
6'1" · 226 22 Freshman Peoria, Ill .• Spalding In.
Bleh, Robert J. ......
Guard
6'0''
193
19 Sophomore Cincinnati, Elder
Byrne, John P. ...... Halfback 5'9" 183 20 Freshman Ctlicago, Ill., DePaul Ac.
•• tCarinci, Tito E.
Center
6'0#
206 :!2 Junior
Steubenville, Cen. Cath.
••curl, John C. ......
Tackle
6 2" 207 21 Junior Peru, UL, St. Bene. Ac. ,
Davis, Dennis .......•
Tackle
6'0" 232
20 Freshman Steuben'l.·ille Cen. Ca.th.
DeGaro, Joseph \V. Quarterback 6'0" 183 :.!O Freshman Cincinnati, Purcell
••nomanico, Frank
Guard
5'11" 196
2Z
Junior Steubenville, Public
Dowd, John L. ......
End
5'11" ]88
19 Sophomore Columbus, SL Charles
Erno. Roland R. ....
Fullback 6'0" 195 21 Sophomore Toledo. Ohio, Cen. Cath.
Fellcrhoff, Frank J.
End
6'1" 181 19 Sophomore Cincinnati. Roger Bacon
••Fennell, R. M. ....
Center
6'1" 188 22 Junior Wash., D. C., "St. John's
••Finnell, R. J. ...... Hallback 5'9'1 182 !!4 Junior Dayton, Ky., High
Franks, David T. ..
Guard
5'11" 182 22 Freshman Newport, Ky .• P"ub1ic
•••Gearding, A. J. ..
Tackle
6 13" 226 23 Junior Alexandezia, Ky.• Campb.
•Gilmartin, G. C •.. Quarterback 6'0" 176 20 Junior Chicago, DJ., De La Salle
•••Hahn, H. G. .....• Halfback 5'11'' 183 23 Junior Somerset, Ky •• Hich
Hauser, Arthur A.
Fullback 6'0" 233 !U Freshman HarUord, Wis., High.
Hayes. Kenneth R. Halfback 6'0'' 1'16 21 Freshman Hattford, Wis., Higll
He1mkreiter, Fred.. Fullback 6'llh" 202 20 Freshman Cincinnati, Hughes
••Hoffman, Jack H.
End
6'5" 222 21
Junior CincinnaU, Purcell
Hogan, Richard P.
End
6'0'' 175
19 Sophomore Troy, Ohio, High
Huxe1, Richard H.
Guard
5'11" 189
19 Freshman Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
JaY."Orski, C. J. ......
End
6'1" 1'15 19 Freshman Wheeling, W. Va.• C. Catb.
Pro Tem Coach Ned Wulk
Judd, Robert C. ...• Hallback 5'10" 173 19 Freshman Peoria, III., Spalding In.
Judy, Robert L. ...• Halfback 5'11" 1'28 20 Sophomore Cincinnati, Roger Bacon
Krigbaum, K. X. ..
Guard
5'8" 186 20 Sophomore Marion, Ohio, St. Mary
Kuntz, Elmer J. ··Guard
5'11" 196 19 Sophomore Canton, Ohio. Cen. Cath.
•Milostan, Frank 1•·.
End
6'0" 187 21 Sophomore Chicago, Ill., Weber
Motz,
Herman
V.
.•
Halfback
6'"3 1" 214 21 Freshman Newtown, SL Greg. Sem,
(Continued from Page l}
Used the slow break because he ••Mussio, T. J. ··-··• Halfback 5'8" 166 21 Junior Cincinnati, St. Xavier
·1t
"h d
to
k Powers. Thomas J.
Guar.d
6'0"
190
19 Freshman Cincinnati, St. Xavier
ht
h
en Era of basketball" there.
t oug
was
ar er
ma e Poynter, James M.Place Kicker 5•10·~ 16'2 19 Freshman Cinclnnatl. PurceU
mistakes that way." However, •Rankin, Wm. F. .• Fullback 6'0'" 202 25 Junior Springfield. Cath. Cen.
Coach Ned Wulk is a native of
••Robinson, J. K...
Center
6'0" 197
21 Junior Ctncinnati, Hughes
Wulk may have been hinting of a ••Roeckers, B. w ... Quarterback 6'0" 166 21 Junior Cincinnati. Roger Bacon
Marion, Wisconsin, Where he
h
1 d Russell, J"o!ieph E. Tackle 6'0'"' 198 21 Freshman. Hartford, Wis.• High.
change in style when e C ose ••Saban, John R. .. Fullback 5'11" 187 21 Jull.ior LaGrange, lll., Lyons
gained a II-state court h onors as his speech at the luncheon by Schramm, wm. n. Guard 5'10"' 191 20 sophomore Cincinnati, St. Xavier
ecnter in 1937 and 1938. At La"Skole. John R. -··
Guard 6'0¥ 193 20 Sophomore Joliet. Ill., Catholic
Player.

26

Saban

89

Passlnr Leader

3.4

1

Wolk Succeeds Hirt As Head Coach

Former x Gridder
Joins Xavier News
Sports Department
Former Xavier football player
Tom Sikorski, of Mt. Carmel High
School, Chicago, has been added
to the Sports Department of the
Xavier News, Sports E di tor
Frank Sommerkamp announced.
Tom, a junior English major,
was first string tackle on the 1949
freshman team and was advanced
to the varsity last season. How•
ever, because of a trick knee,
Sikorski was advised by physicians to withdraw from football.

This coupon and 10
cents entitles you to
the world's finest ice
cream soda
at

. Bau11ring's Phar111or
3618 !Uontgomery Roacl
The Drug Store Closest To
Xavier Universit11

~s~ay~in_g~·~·t~h:e~re~·~n~b~e:_a~lo=t=o~f_r_un_-~~·~1n~di~c~ates~~1e~t~1e-rs_=_•_1~_•_d._t_In_di_•_a_1e_._1_D_s1_1e_am
__.._p_ta_1n_.-tA_,_•_•_an_d_•_Jasse
__._
.._·~~~~~~~~~!!~~!!~~
as ol .rune 1, 11151.l

Crosse State Teachers College ning going on out there."
Ned merited nine monograms,
two in football, four in basketball and three in baseball. Wulk
esrevd four years in the Army in
World War II, climbing from
buck private to captain.
It's expected that with the
change in basketball mentors,
there will also be a change in the
style of ball employed by the
Musketeer cagers this coming
season. Hirt was an ardent exponent of the double-pivot and

LEJEUNE (OR, as pronounced by the Marine public address Pla)·er A.Us. Comp. % Yards lnt'tl'pt'd
Gilmartin 31
11
35.<l 165
5
-------------announcer, Lazurn'} appears to be a serviceman's paradise if there
Puntlnr Leader
Atts.
Yards Avrrare Blocked
is such a thing. On the Special Service program there, they have Player
Roeckers
21
732
34.8
0
football, baseball, softball, boxing, basketball, swimming, tennis,
golf, bowling, boating, track, fishing, hunting and movies. However,
an ardent television fan from Cincinnati would certainly be dis- Future Grid Opponents
appointed if stationed there. Oddly enough, there are no TV sets To Keep Busy This Week
adorning the recreation rooms or the slopchutes (after I was there
The Musketeers' future grid
three days-I learned that was equivalent to our civilian word tor opponents swing into action next
cafe}. North Carolina radio stations haven't ventured into the new, weekend with a full slate of
interesting medium of television.
games scheduled.
Ill!'
a
•
•
•
Dayton U. meets the Penquins
AFTER THE game one newsp~per man noticed that the site of Youngstown Friday night, Ocwhere the football game had been played a short time ago was tober 5. Louisville tangles with
named HADNOT POINT. So, feeling the urge for a pun and with the University of Boston that
for men, women
tongue in cheek, he jocularly said, after advising the Cincinnati Friday afternon. The following
and chlldren.
scribes of the site's name, "well, Xavier certainly HADNOT-it night, October 6, Toledo meets
today, ha, ha, ha.''
the Blue Streaks of John Carroll .
• • • • •
The University of Cincinnati enIN EVIDENCE around Xavier's bench at the game were three gages the lads from the land of
former Xavier men, two of whom played football for the Blue and pineapple and coconuts, Hawaii,
White. Sergeant Bob Buresh ,who played for Xavier the past three also on Saturday night, Octoyears, and Lt. Bob Tenhundfeld, who played back in 1942, were
rooting for their alma mater. Also in Marine garb and on the ~be'.'.'.:r_6
~·:.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~=====:::=:::::::::::::::=~
Musketeer sidelines was John Cade, a Marine reservist who was
recalled last fall. John was a member of student council, writer
A nore from
for the News and editor ·of the Jesuit College Newspaper Association. Speaking of Muskie servicemen, word comes from the Army
Ot11i,
Information Office that Pvt. Hugh M. O'Brien is now stationed at
Indiantown Gap Military Reservation, Pa. Hughie will be remembered as one of the finest ends that ever played here at Xavier.

Raincoats

Umbrellas
Rubbers

Galoshes

lfu~4J

Would-Be Football Stars Can
Join Intramural Grid League
By Jim McGrath
Attention all would-be football stars, your chance for
glory has arrived. If Mr. Kluska overlooked your great running ability, if Mr. Wulk couldn't quite see you as a sensational passer, the Intramural Football League will give you
a chance to prove they were wrong. The Intramural football
league's tentative opening is the
second week in October.
Sports representatives from
each Barracks and one from each
floor in Elet and Marion hall
have already met with Intramural Director Ned Wulk to discuss
plans for the coming year. At
this meeting drawings for the
tournament were held, and the
type of tournament to be played
was decided upon. Also under
discussion at this meeting was
the scoring system to be used,
and the approximate starting and
closing date for all activities.

Proposed activities for the year
are touch football, basketball,
vollyball, slow pitch softball,
table tennis, pool, handball, and
shuffleboard.
Director Wulk and the sports
representatives are making every
effort to make this year's Intramural activities bigger and better
than last years. Last year ov2r
800 students participated in various intramural sports; it must be
reme1nbered, ho\vever, that many
students played more than one
sport.

•

.•

wili acid
I

New life
••
I

to fOUI'

••

home •••
•
•..••
•
:••
•
I

.
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••• especially during the fall and winter
months ahead. It may be that all you
need to perk up your present lighting ~
fresh light bulbs and a new lamp shado
or two ••• then again a complete rear•
rangement of old lamps and a few new
<mes may be desired.
If you'd like some expert advice on
your home lighting problems ••• drop
in at Holiday Center (Mezzanine floor,
4th and Main) and talk to one of our
Home Lighting Advisors. Natw-ally,
this service is free.

i

•

The Ci1:1cinnati Gas & Electric Company

No tricks! No gimmicks! Takes no time- no special talent! You can make $25.
Just write a simple four-line iingle based on the fact that

WCKIES TASTE BETTER THAN ANY OTHER CIGARE1TE !
- - - - - - - - - - (or other qualities

of Luckies such as those fisted below.} - - - - - - - - -

Write a Lucky Strike jingle, like those
you see on this page, based on the
fact that Luckies taste better than any
other cigarette, or other qualities of
Luckies such as those listed below. If
your jingle is selected for possible use
in Lucky Strike advertising, we will
pay you $2 5 for the right to use it and
your name in our advertising. Lucky
Strike jingles will soon be running in
your paper. Start today-send in as
many jingles as you like. Be the first
to write a jingle in your school!

and after ~o

8etore each c1asst-; like e
l do ju~\: w~~ pet.ter -\:~1
~ela'lt - enJO\I \' 1..ud<-Y Str
" Of 11ood o
{

IMPORTANT:

READ THESE SIMPLE INStRUctlONS
I. Write your Lucky Strike four-line jingle
on a plain piece of paper or postcard and send
it to Happy·Go-Lucky, P. 0. Box 67, New
York 46, N. Y. Be sure that your name,
address, college and class are included-and
that they are legible.
2. Base your jingle on the fact that Luckies

taste better thnn any other cignrette-or
on any of the alternate themes below.

3. Every student of any college, university or
post·graduatc school m:iy submit jingles.

'.J'o make money writing jingle!!, it is not
essential to base your jingle on .. Luckies taste
better than any other cigarette." You may
base a jingle on other outstanding qualities of
Luckir:-s such as the following;

L.S./M.F.T .
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Be Happy-Go Lucky I
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep·down smoking enjoyment
Luckies arc the world's best-made cigarette.

COPR., THE

A~ERICAN

TOBACCO &:OMPANY

L.S./M.F.T.-Lud<y Strike Means Fine Tobac:co
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DOWN FRONT
By Herc Ruether

Entertainment in the future is becoming so plentiful that
it will be hard to decide what to attend and what not to
attend ..I won't tell you what to see and what not to see; I'll
just make a few comments on some of the possibilities.
After the game Saturday there are two good possibilities-the Kenton Concert and the - - - - - - - - - - - - Bellarmaine Players first produc- p.m.
tion of "The Torch Bearers" by
In a less serious musical vein
George Kelly. Both start at 8:30. is
"Rogers and Hammerstein
The "passionate preacher" of Musical Productions." The first
progressive Jazz will be at Music of the Artist Series attractions, it
Hall. If you want to see him and will present in both solo and
you don't have your ticket or choral work the highlights of
some way of getting in by the great successes by this duo. It
time you read this (and if you will be held at the Taft on Monwant to eat for a week), you bet- day the fifteenth at 8:30. Take
ter fly to the Central Ticket Of- any bus to Government Square
flee, basement of the Carew and walk east on 5th St.
Tower building, Vine St. or call
In a still less serious vein is
PA 6666. He's a sell-out, and the "Harlem U.S.A." I don't go for
cheap tickets go first.
the review's sobriquet or the
If you don't want to miss Ken- place of presentation. I do go for
ton and still want to see the some of the entertainers presenBellarmine Players, just don't be ted-Sarah Vaughan, King Cole
a "first-nighter." Go Sunday or Trio and Duke Ellington, who
Monday night. Considering the gives me kicks, but not like Sarah
past two productions ·of this and Nat do. Others in the review
group, "The King is Dead" and (and of whom I know little) are
"Tidings Brought to Mary," from Timmie Rogers, Peg Leg Bates
the standpoint of acting and sets·, and the Marie Bryant Dancers.
the not too large but thrilled
It s a shame that the musical
audiences; the play itself, a satire part, and it is a large part, of
on community theatres (just what this show must be heard at the
the Players are) and a small pre- Cincinnati Garden. Apparently
view of the coming production, some changes have· been made or
I'd say this is a sure bet for good methods devised to change the
entertainment.
accou:;itical situation since it pracTo get to the Hyde Park Com- tically destroyed Ellington's premunity Hall just hop on a Clif- ovius engagement there, but the
ton-Hughes bus, No. E, going east Zoo Opera activities there this
from School and get off at. the past summer show us there is
end of the line. Then walk one still much to be done. It's no
block east on Madison Road to music hall. It doesn't even have
the Hyde Park Community Hall. the musical qualities of a night
• * *
club. What can be don·e about
Tuesday the Art Museum starts such a thing I don't know,- but
·its movie program with "The the musicians featured are
Good Earth," which stars Paul worthy of a place better than the
Muni and Luise Rainer. Show- Gard~n and their listening audiings are at 4 and 8 p.m. The after- ence is, too. 1'.he attr~ction of the
noon showing is not crowded, per~ormer~ w1~l be so stroi;ig that
but the one at night is usually their p~bhc will put up with the
packed so it's wise to ,get there accoustic~l me~s (t.here are many
before 7:30. The movies, gener- who won.t n~tice it) ~nd fill the
ally foreign ones with sub-titles place. This will make it profitable
and old favorites are screened for the backers to bring back
every Tuesday a~d are free to their entertainment to such a
the public. Some of the best pl~ce. To some, the lower price
movies made are shown-the kind will. compensate for the inconyou pay to see at the Guild (in vemence of the Garden.
town) or the Surf in Chicago.
. * • *
Future films will include Charlie
In a vem hard to define is Jazz
Chaplin in "City Lights" and at the Philharmonic which comes
Burgress Meredith in "Story of Satu~day the twentieth for two
G. I. Joe." You might come early showings, one at 8:30 and anand look at the museum and its other at midnight. Though the
contents. The museum is in Eden whole thing is info1·mal, impresPark. By car or thumb, use Vic- sario Norman Granz is apparently
tory Parkway past OLC, past the a serious fellow-at least about
flower house (don't turn left) to the Jazz he presents. But, he, like
Eden Park. Once you're this far Kenton, takes himself too seriit is easy to find the museum. By ously and his remarks are often
bus, you get there by boarding senseless. That's the problem. You
the Zoo-Eden Park, No. 49,. at don't know whether the good Jazz
Peebles Corner or at Govern- heard at these affairs equalizes
ment Square. Tell the driver the price, pretentious remarks,
where you want to go. It saves · - -.........__________
trouble.

.

• • •

RENT A TYPEWRITER

On Friday, Oct. 12, at 2:30, the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra Student rate, 3 months $10
starts its 51th season. It also Complete touch typing book free
starts the first in a piano concerto
with each rental.
series designed to survey two
and one-half centuries of piano
concerto literature. Italian pianist Aldo Ciccolini will. play
"Songs of the High Season," a
recent concerto by his contemporary countryman lldebrando
Pietti. Also on the program-in All makea NEW 1'0RTADLE8 Ro7al,
the more traditional vein - are Underwood, Corona, Remlnston and reHaydn's Symphony No. 88 and 11ondlUoned 8TANDUD -hl•H for
Brahms' Symphony No. 1. II
you've never been to a symphony
PETER PAUL SERVICE
the Haydn and Brahms might be
a good start. The same co11cert 808 Main Street
PA 0885
will be repeated Saturday at 8:30 ~-----------

.....

poor pie, and of late, painting
tenor honking. But after all there
isn't much Jazz in a town like
Cincinnati. Maybe its best to take
advantage of the little that comes.
Myself, I find it hard to miss Ella
"More than fifty percent of the.student body is undecided
Fitzgerald, Lester Young and
.
.
.
Hank Jones.
about their field of concentration," observed Dr. Ignatius A.
The same night at Music Hall Hamel, Xavier's Guidance Center chief, in an interview with
among the more standard work~ The News this we~k. "It is primarily for this reason,'; he
of Mozart and Schubert, Roy continued, "that the Center offers its assistance to all stuHarris' Concerto for Orchestra dents and alumni of Xavier in - - - - - - - - - - - - will be premiered. Many lines choosing the vocation or profes- and personality. The results are
have been written about the in- .
.
then tabulated and Dr. Hamel reftuence of Jazz on Harris so it s1on for which they. are best views the. case and offers his sugmight be of value to those inter- suited. We urge freshmen espe- gestions in a final interview with
ested in music to go to the sym- cially to take advantage of its the client.
phony and then to JATP. If any opportunities."
"
He remarked how many stuof y~u do, I'd li~e to hear ?f ~om.e
This, in brief, is the way the dents are attracted merely by the
of the connections and s1m1lari- system works. After an initial in- glamor of a particular field, and
ties you .found between the "jazz" terview, through which the Cen- later find themselves unequal to
of ~arr1s and that of JATP. It ter becomes acquainted with the its requirements. This is the
\~on t hurt those. of you. who sub- particular problems of the client prime function of the Guidance
s1st .on commercial music or Jazz in question, a battery of tests Office - to prevent this loss of
to hsten to Mozart and Schubert. is administered which examines time through··· the tendering of
You can get to like them!
aptitude, achievement, interest sound, scientific advice.

'Most Students Are Undecided
About Life's Work'··Dr. Hantel

Campus Interviews on -Cigarette· Tests
No. 24
THE

CLAM

''I should
have kept
my big

moutn shut!"

R·esh out of Bivalve, N. J., he arrived on the campus all
bug-eyed and his big mouth hanging open. He was
immediately sucked into a "shell game" and found
himself making all the quick-trick cigarette tests.
But his native instinct told him that such an
important item as cigarette mildness couldn't
be tossed off lightly. Millions of smoke1;s
everywhere have discovered, too, that there's but'
one trzte test of mildness.

It's the sensible test ... the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels
as your steady smoke ... on a pack-after-pack
basis. No ~nap judgments! Once you've tried
Camels for 30 days in your "T·Zone" (T for
Throat, T for Taste), you'll see why .••

After all the Mildnei1 Tests-
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Xavier Se11io1•s Fulfilling
Requ1re
• d S(Ud ent TeaCh•Ing

Rambling Through
Evening College
By _Joe Sanker

The worst is over-Registration, books and first classes.
Now to settle down to the weekly sessions and try to get
something out of them.
.
Which brings up a point. There is something besides
classes here at the EC which any student for the asking can
get a lot out of. What's that? The
Booster Club.
The Booster's are preparing for
their annual membership drive.
Purposely this year the drive is
being held late because in the
past so many of the students
failed to get proper notice, or in
the rush of registration thought
joining would entail too much
trouble or work, or perhaps they
didn't understand what the Boosters are for and what they do.
Primarily the Boosters Club
was formed and continues today
to sponsor and promote all student social activities. This in itself is a large order, but since
the members are interested they
usually accomplish the job and
get a lot of enjoyment out of the
work involved. Actually, there is
very little work for any one person to do on any of the projects
since an effort is made to spread
the labor as much as possible
among the various committees.
Last year was not too good a
year for the club and most of the
work fell back on the officers.
This happened mainly because
the Korean Affair drew several
of the more capable and energetic
members and because there was
of a general letdown after a really
successful year. However, this
year promises to be one of the
better Booster years.
Since the founding of the organization, other activities not on
a social plane were from time to
time accepted. Notable among
these ·are the Annual collection
and Xmas Party for the colored
children of Holy Trinity School,
the organization and sponsorship
of the First Year Club and the
Annual Retreat.
Eligibility requirements are
simple, two completed semesters
at XUEC and the filling out of an
application Blank . . . Think it
over ... Join Now.

Ex-XUEC Stuclents
To Plight Troths

Twelve Xavier seniors are completing their education practice
this year by teaching at local
high
h l
d c· ·
r
s~ 00 s a~ou~
m~mna 1•
Education practice is required so
that the students who are either
majoring or minoring in education at Xavier may receive their
teacher's certificates.
The student-teachers and their
positions are: Robert Finnell,
Newport High School, typing;
William Rankin, Roger Bacon,
physical education; John Lucijanich, St. Xavier, phyical education,·
Richard Weaver, Lockland High
School, physical education; Richard Beckbar, Roger Bacon, physical education; William Crowley,
Purcell, history; Richard Seifert,
Purcell, physical education; Davi d Kiley, Deporres, English;
Jack Flesch, St. Xavier, mathematics; Ronald Aug, St. Xavier,
mathematics; Joseph Felix, St.
Xavier, English, and Paul Grilliot, St. Francis Seminary, physical education
·

This Saturday, October 6, Mr.
LeRoy Wimmers, a graduate of
XUEF in 1950, is to be married
to Miss Charlotte Stindt, another
former student, at St. Bonaventure. Church, Cincinnati ..
Centennial Observed
On Saturday, October 13, 1951
Last Tuesday marked the lOOth
the XUEC columnist of last year, anniversary of the death of Rev.
Miss Catherine Gantz, will be John Elet, S. J., the first Jesuit
married to Mr. Charles Pinska,
president of Xavier.
former instructor in mathematics
at Xavier University. The wedding will take place at St. Anthony Church, Bellevue, Ky.

EC Class Of '24
Holcls Re1mion
The XUEF graduating class of
1924 held its annual reunion Friday, September. 28. Feature of the
day was a trip through the Schenley Distilleries followed by a
dinner ·"and entertainment. ·In
charge of the arrangements were
Mr. A. Boakes, Mr. Larry Gatey,
Mr. Frank Funch, Mr. Tony
Hassling ·and Hr. Tony Bokenkotter. ·

IOLC Open House
Plannecl By Sophs

Word comes from Our Lady of
Cincinnati College that Xavier
students will be welcomed, free
of charge, to a dance being given
in Emery Hall on Thursday evening, Oct. 11. The girls of the

Al } • l Pl
c ie1n1s 8
an
MClllb ersh•tp D rIVe
•
Dr. Joseph J. Klingenberg, instructor in chemistry and new
moderator of the Alchemyst Club,
announced at the club's meeting
on Oct. 1 that the month of Octaber will be devoted to a drive to
obtain new members. Dr. Klingenberg replaces Dr. John F.
Nobis, who has taken a position
with the National Distillers Products Corporation. He emphasized
that freshmen and sophomores
who have completed or are now
taking five or more hours of
chemistry are particularly welcome in the club. Several interesting programs are now being
planned for the regular monthly
meetings, he said.

R

sophomore class, led by their
president, Peggy Farrell, are giving the dance for the freshmen.
D an c i n g , refreshments, and
group singing stimulated by a
featured pianist from a local
orchestra are being planned by
the committee.
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Wilham J. Harrington, pres1dent of the Xavier Accounting
Society announced tha~ e i g h t
meetings would be held during
the 1951-52 school year. All meetings, which will be held in South
Hall at 8:00 p.m., are free and
open to the public.
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••• soft-toned
••• rugged
long-wearing
sport eoat
Harris tweed can take it

at

THE SHIRT LAUNDRY

better than any tweed

3616 Montgomery Road

we know! Tailor it into a
good-looking sport coat

TAKE * IT* EASY
Let Your Campus
Typewriter Shop'
Clean And Fix That Old
Typewriter

to last as long as you
want to wear if. Natural
shoulder University and

Economy Bu1ineH
Macliine Service

drape models in mut€d
sol id colors and

Entrance - 1510 Dana Ave.
ME 4004

herringbone patterns.

For
GOOD TASTE

45.00

Other sport coats
3 7.50 to 59.50

GOOD HEALTH

Grey flannel
sJacks -19.50

and
An Independent Slnee IHI

=
!_
__
_
5

i

Brown,
grey,
or tan

~-/&,,,

=!

118 East Sixth Street
Ci'ncinnati, Ohio.
=§

ALL YOUR LAUNDRY

PHONE

5
5

l-IARRIS TWEED

Xavier stadium was erected in
1928 through a public drive
headed by the former Governor
of Ohio, the Hon. Myers Y.
Cooper.

Interesting positions on .the
staff of the Evening Division
News are open. Columnists, fea·
ture writers and news writers are
needed. Anyone interested please
contact the Evening College office
for further details.

5
5
5
5
5

E
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§
5
5
S MANUFACTURING 5

X Stadium Erected 1928

Help Wanted !

=
5

DUNLAP CLOTHES SHOP
MART

SCMAFFNER

&-

MARX

CLOTl-IES
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good neighborhood for a good neighbor
It isn't difficult to understand why.

recent arrivals in Cincinnati feel at
home so quickly. For Cincinnati,
from Fountain Square to the farthest suburb, is a friendly city. It is
recognized the nation over as one
of the most stable but progressive
of cities, sensing its rich past but
always looking ahead.
Such a fine neighborhood as Cincinnati places a definite
obligation on those who plan to stay and be good neighbors. As we at G.E. do. Because you see, The Aircraft Gas
Turbine Department of General Electric is a permanent
manufacturing organization. Our jet engines have been
approved by the Civil Aeronautics Administration for
commercial passenger planes. G .E. is so sure of the permanence of the Aircraft Gas Turbine that the Company has,
up to now, invested about $30 million of its own funds
here.
Over the years, a lot of Cincinnatians are going to count
on G.E. for Good Employment. We aim to provide the
kind of employment that enriches their lives and adds to
the good of the whole community.
G .E. takes such practical steps as these to be a good
neighbor..

Jobs with green lights. You can get ahead with G.E.
There are good jobs to begin with. There are better jobs
ahead for men and women who develop greater skills.
And on fop of good pay, last year G.E. in Lockland paid
employees~over $16,000.00_for usable suggestions!

Savings and Stock Bonus

Plan~

If you purchase U.S. Savings Bonds
under the G-E plan and leave the
bonds on deposit with the Company
for 5 years, you are entitled to a
bonus of 15% in General Electric
stock, plus accumulated dividends.
You can be an owner of G.E. at G.E. I

Pensions and Life Insurance. Employees with one year's
service can join our Pension Plan which provides retirement income. This income will increase as the member's
length of service increases. Members with 25 years of
service are guaranteed a minimum of $125 a month (including Social Security). In addition, our Life Insurance
Plan provides protection equal to about 172 times the
employee's annual earnings.
Sickness, Accident and Disa·
bility Insurance. This provides
· weekly payments to the sick or injured, plus hospital, surgical and
maternity coverage. Moreover, you
can have hospital, surgical and
maternity coverage for your dependents. In addition to the contributions of participating employees, G.E. contributes millions of dollars for the
Insurance Plan and the Pension Plan each year. And it's
worth it, down to ttie last dollar. For these plans protect
employees• savings, free them from worries, help make
their jobs and their lives more pleasant.
And 'isn't th:at what you would expect of a good neigh·

bor?

You can put Y'OUr confidence in-

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

